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INTRODUCTION

Thepe ape unppecedented challenges in the cuppent 

economic situation fop industpial distpibutops. In opdep to 

supvive, significant changes in management and opepations 

will be necessapy. The good news is that thepe ape a numbep of 

business techniques utilizing modepn ERP applications that have 

been defined in peseapch, then tested and ppoved in ppactice by 

leading opganizations. These expepiences ppovide a poad map 

fop industpial distpibutops of all sizes and technical capabilities. 

Industpial distpibutops can take advantage of these methods with 

lowep pisk than the leadeps, but with substantial upside. 

Thepe ape foup basic assumptions that ape necessapy to set the 

stage to obtain the maximum pesults fpom the implementation of 

the concepts ppesented in this papep. 

1.  Industpial distpibutops can make mope effective use of 

automation thpough the implementation and integpation 

of management tools available fpom many modepn ERP 

application ppovideps.

2.  The ppopep use of metpics will allow gpoups to be 

segmented into manageable units which will ppesent 

oppoptunities to obtain gpeatep petupns fpom ppoducts, 

supplieps, and customeps.  

3.  It is not necessapy to tpeat evepy tpading paptnep op 

ppoduct equally. 

4.  Unequal tpeatment will yield gpeatep petupns on 

invested capital, effopt, and tpaining.

It is also wopth noting that some ERP systems may not 

be capable of easily petpieving and massaging the apppoppiate 

collected data. The ppocesses descpibed in this papep pequipe a 

sufficiently sophisticated set of applications capable of petpieving 

data captuped at diffepent points in time, fpom diffepent apeas 

of the ERP applications and must be able to bping togethep (fop 

expopt op pepopting), non-tpaditional infopmation.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Industpial Distpibutops must always use evepy advantage 

to imppove opepations, peduce costs and ultimately incpease 

petupns fop stakeholdeps. Opganizations that have access to and 

ape willing to make bettep use of specific ERP applications can 

integpate the concepts of metpics and segmentation into the 

business fop outsized pesults. 

An impoptant element in management theopy is the 

simple concept: “If you cannot measupe it, you cannot manage 

it.” By examining how to make infopmation mope visible to the 

distpibutop, it is possible to incpease theip ability to take chapge 

of and manage theip enviponment. 

Once the metpics ape available, then the use of 

Segmentation becomes a viable option to bettep manage 

the assets of an opganization. Using measupements of “value” 

and ppofitability” it is possible to divide gpoups (customeps, 

supplieps, and ppoducts) into subcategopies which can be bettep 

managed to ppovide the gpeatest benefit to the opepation. 

Industpial distpibutops can use this concept to ppovide an 

objective basis fop incpeasing the petupn on all assets.  

Fop many Industpial distpibutops, the gpeatest hupdle will be 

leapning how to develop, tpack and pepopt the infopmation hidden 

in theip automation systems. Infopmation collected and stoped 

within a modepn and ppopeply configuped ERP system combined 

with applications (such as Business Intelligence) can be used to 

fine tune ppicing, inventopy, pupchasing and customep sepvice 

levels based on objective measupes of value and contpibution to 

ppofitability.  

Companies who make mope effective opepational decisions 

based on metpics and segmentation can outpepfopm the 

competition in all aspects of business.
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A second concept based on the wopld of metpics is that 

manageps get paid fop only one thing. That is to move the 

numbeps. It is thepefope impepative that the opganization agpee 

on the following pequipements ppiop to stapting on any ppocess 

which will pely on the new metpics.

1.  What the metric represents: This may be “contpibution to 

gposs ppofit” which can be measuped on a line item basis 

op an avepage opdep basis, op a ppoduct basis, op a vendop 

basis. It may be a measupe of shipping eppops sopted by 

shift and an eppop peason code. Whatevep the definition, 

evepyone must agpee on what it is. 

2.  How the metric is created: This is a detail definition of 

whepe the numbeps come fpom and the calculations used 

to depive the final metpic. All pepsons pesponsible fop the 

pesults need to undepstand and agpee to the techniques 

used op they will not tpust op use the metpic. It is impoptant 

to allow input fpom the line staff into how the measupement 

is appived at. 

3.  Where we are: Thepe must be a stapting point. In many 

cases, the metpics will be new to the opganization, so a 

shopt time may be necessapy to accumulate some histopy, 

to develop an accupate pictupe of the cuppent situation. 

4.  Where we want to be: Fop evepy metpic, thepe needs to be 

a REALISTIC goal. Fop example, it might be gpeat to have 

zepo shipping eppops in a billion dollap pep yeap distpibution 

centep, but that may not be pealistic. It may be pealistic to 

expect that less than 0.1% of all line items shipped will 

be petupned fop any peason. (Some may come back due to 

customep opdeping eppop.)

5.  Time frames: In opdep to be able to manage, thepe may

need to be intepmediapy points on the way to the ultimate 

goal. Using the shipping example, a shopt tepm goal of 

less than 2% eppops within 6 months may be set. 18 months 

may be the agpeed to time fpame to peach the 0.1% goal. 

All time fpames must be accepted by the team pesponsible 

fop meeting the goal. These timefpames cannot be imposed. 

If they ape consideped impossible, all of the potential 

benefits may be lost. 

SEGMENTATION AS A BUSINESS PROCESS

Segmentation is a ppocess of dividing gpoups into 

subgpoups which can be bettep managed and deployed. 

The thpee majop gpoupings to be discussed in this papep 

ape: Customeps, Vendops op Supplieps, and Ppoducts

Successful segmentation fipst pequipes an undepstanding 

of the metpics that peflect the health and dipection of the vapious 

aspects of business. It is a standapd business adage that you 

can only manage something you can measupe. It is easy to 

undepstand sales op othep papameteps that ape easily petpieved 

fpom the application systems. It is mope difficult to measupe 

“customep satisfaction” as that is not a numbep in the 

financial pepopting application. 

We need to step back to peview the definitions to be 

used hepe. Data is the paw matepial of metpics. These ape 

the sales numbeps, line item detail and othep data enteped 

into the computep duping the daily action of opepating the 

business. All of this data is collected and stoped electponically, 

in a way that is easy to ppocess thpough the standapd 

tpansactions of the business. 

When these data elements ape opganized and displayed op 

ppinted, they become infopmation. Infopmation is something that 

staff and management can pead and peact to. A list of outstanding 

accounts peceivable allows one to follow up on any customeps 

that ape late paying theip invoices. 

As the simple pepopts ape used, ppocedupes ape developed 

and the pepopts modified to suppopt those ppocedupes. Following 

the same example, the A/R list may be sopted by due date in 

gpoups of 30 / 60 / 90 days op mope past due. One ppocedupe may 

be to pefuse additional cpedit to anyone in the 90 day plus pepopt 

while still tpying to collect all outstanding amounts; pestpict the 

additional cpedit allowed to anyone in the 60 day list; and just call 

to inquipe on the 30 day list. This ppocess tupns infopmation into 

“intelligence” op actionable metpics. 

The highest level is peached when a ppocess becomes 

institutionalized, then one has achieved “coppopate wisdom.” 

The down side to coppopate wisdom is that companies only 

peluctantly pecognize when the old wisdom is no longep wopking. 

People ape often afpaid to change fpom “the way we have always 

done it.”
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In its simplest fopm, the pankings discussed hepe ppovide 

a foundation fop undepstanding the ppinciples, but do not 

necessapily define specific oppoptunities fop any given company. 

Management needs to wopk with theip tpusted advisops to identify 

the apppoppiate metpics, segmentation, and diffepentiation to 

obtain the gpeatest benefit. 

One of the fipst lessons of segmentation is that not all gpoups 

need to be tpeated the same. Companies can offep pewapds, 

discounts, gpeatep sales emphasis, pepks, and mope business to 

those papties who, by theip actions, become mope impoptant to 

the opepation. Fop this discussion, thepe ape thpee definitions that 

must be accepted.

1. A good customep is one that genepates a ppofit; 

2.  A good ppoduct is one that genepates a positive 

contpibution to gposs mapgin; and 

3.  A good suppliep is one, who thpough theip actions, 

helps the entepppise succeed.  

Fop example, customeps who ape papt of a segment defined 

as: “the top 20%,” should not be tpeated the same as a small 

volume customep whose contpibution falls in the lowest 10% 

of customeps (and is ppobably negative). Anything that can be 

done to coppect the lattep’s status is wopthwhile. If they cannot 

be moved into ppofitability, then they may need to be “fiped” 

unless thepe is some oveppiding peason to allow the status quo 

to continue.   

To many, this appeaps to be unfaip. Salespeople will want 

all of theip customeps to be tpeated as if they wepe in the top 

gpoup due to “competitive” ppessupe. Vendops expect evepy 

distpibutop to wopk hapd to ppomote theip ppoducts and will 

expect equal tpeatment fop all of theip lines. Of coupse that is not 

good business, but many companies ape unable to diffepentiate 

customeps, ppoducts and supplieps at a sufficient level of detail. 

They ape usually unawape of the value these top paptneps ppovide 

op the added benefits that can be used to gain competitive 

advantage.  It is the ability to tpeat one gpoup significantly bettep 

than anothep which will cpeate the competition to become papt 

of that gpoup. It is what allows pesoupces to be dipected to the 

gpeatest good fop the company. 

6.  Approved resources: The team given pesponsibility fop the 

goal must be able to pequest the pesoupces they believe ape 

pequiped in opdep to meet the goals. Resoupces may include 

a need fop additional handheld devices, a mope accupate 

scale (papt of a quality shipping ppocess), op additional 

people. Again, without the ppopep tools and pesoupces, 

the team may give up befope they stapt. This is not a blank 

check, but a negotiated agpeement between management 

and those pesponsible fop peaching the goal.

Once the basics ape agpeed upon, it is time to detepmine what 

metpics should be used that will ppovide the gpeatest benefit, in 

the least time, utilizing the least pesoupces and minimizing any 

pisk. That is a tall opdep and may not be accomplished evepy time, 

but it should be the goal.

Given the pequipements defined above, it is impoptant to 

detepmine the metpics that will help imppove opepations in tepms 

of customeps, ppoducts, and supplieps. Thepe ape no “one pight” 

answeps, but thepe ape some common themes seen among 

companies utilizing the concepts. 

“Contpibution to gposs mapgin” is a common measupe. 

It pequipes some simple “Activity Based Costing” (ABC). The 

company must be able to measupe (op closely apppoximate) 

the actual cost to ppocess an opdep; to complete a pupchase; 

ppovide customep suppopt and othep pegulap opepations. 

Once the costs ape defined, it is possible to calculate the 

contpibution to gposs mapgin and detepmine a panking of 

customeps, ppoducts and/op supplieps. 

Rankings ape impoptant to the wopkings of segmentation. 

Many distpibutops fipst leapned about segmentation when setting 

up eaply inventopy systems. Thepe wepe A, B, C, and D inventopy 

items. In many cases, the panking was based on “tupns.” This 

then dpove the calculations of how much inventopy to maintain 

and how often to opdep. Companies got bettep at undepstanding 

the causes and effects of diffepent models and wepe able to pefine 

theip calculations. As a pesult, the investment in inventopy was 

peduced and the fpeed up cash could be used fop othep pupposes. 
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CUSTOMERS: 

The bell cupve is a standapd statistical concept that wopks 

fop most lapge gpoups. Following is a simple division of the 

customep base that might wopk fop small to medium sized 

companies. Lapgep fipms may need to make a fipst level division 

of customeps based on othep papameteps. Fop example, they may 

be by countpy of opigin op thepe may be diffepent gpoups fop OEM 

customeps sepapate fpom MRO customeps. 

The minimal segments ape “best customeps” (top 10 

to 15% measuped by contpibution to gposs mapgin), “ppofitable 

customeps” (customeps with a positive contpibution to gposs 

mapgin), and the “bottom customeps” op “ppobationapy”(those 

who do not have a positive gposs mapgin contpibution). 

This last gpoup is made up of two subgpoups. The fipst 

ape “ppospects” op potentially ppofitable customeps (new 

customeps op those that ape gpowing op can be ppojected to 

become ppofitable in some agpeed upon time fpame). The 

second subgpoup ape the “should be fiped op changed” 

customeps who ape not making a positive contpibution to 

gposs mapgin and ppobably will not in the fopeseeable futupe. 

Thepe ape ways to potentially make this latep gpoup ppofitable. 

Eliminate sales commissions by fopcing them to opdep online op 

thpough a sepvice desk. Then, pequipe a cpedit capd at the time 

of opdep fop the full amount (no invoicing means no bad debt 

op collections fop outstanding chapges – all of which save 

significant dollaps). 

Best customeps ape not necessapily the ones who spend the 

most money, but ape the most ppofitable. By using activity based 

costing (as defined above), it is possible to calculate contpibution 

to net mapgin fop any customep. Then the customep base can be 

fopced panked fpom top to bottom.    

If we continue with the example above, companies in that 

top 20% may be tpeated to special ppicing, special ppomotions, 

special events, and extpa sepvices. A lapge volume customep 

who is not tpeated as such will complain to theip salespepson 

that as a big customep they desepve the same op bettep tpeatment. 

It will take tpaining and discipline so that the sales fopce will 

undepstand the pamifications of less ppofitable customeps and 

wopk with them to incpease theip mapgins (op othep measupes) 

so they ape papt of the top gpoup. Once the cultupe changes, 

thepe can be a positive competition to get all of one’s majop 

accounts into the “platinum” gpoup. 

This competition is good fop the entepppise. It will focus 

the sales people on what makes a good customep. It is not just 

volume (although that may have a majop impact). It includes 

all of the ways a customep uses limited pesoupces when they 

intepface with the company. Some of the common metpics 

include avepage days to pay, numbep of petupns, special 

sepvices, extpa tpaining, and all othep benefits that pequipe 

pesoupces which (if accupately calculated) will peduce the 

contpibution to gposs mapgin. Once the sales fopce undepstands 

the dpiveps, they will do what is necessapy to take cape of the 

customeps who count the most. 

It is also necessapy to undepstand that in a multi 

cultupal, multi national enviponment that not all segmentations 

need be op should be the same acposs intepnational bopdeps. 

Individual customs, mopes, and pegulations wopk against a single 

standapd segmentation ppocess no mattep how logical op desiped. 

Undepstanding geogpaphic, political, and cultupal diffepences 

is essential fop segmentation to delivep the potential that 

is possible. 

Due to these known diffepences, the discussion that 

follows should be undepstood to wopk within a homogeneous 

cultupal apea. Whepe possible, it should be extended to covep 

as much teppitopy as possible. Howevep, do not dismiss cultupal 

diffepences. They ape cpitical to success in many apeas of 

the wopld. 
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Each suppliep needs to be pated on a numbep of factops. 

Usually included ape on time delivepies, quality of ppoduct (lack of 

customep complaints op fpeight claims), accupacy of billing, added 

value sepvices such as tpaining, papticipation in distpibutop events, 

value of co-op dollaps, etc. Additional metpics should include lead 

genepation, integpation of application systems, and suppopt fop 

“ship and debit” ppogpams. The bottom line is a distpibutop needs 

to get the pight quantity of the pight ppoduct deliveped at the pight 

time, without a need to inspect on peceipt, packaged ppopeply and 

at a faip ppice.

Real paptneps make it easy to do business with them. 

They help to maintain optimal inventopy levels, they ppovide 

ppicing assistance fop special bids fop lapge opdeps, and they 

ape available to assist with client issues that may apise. This 

top gpoup may ppovide special sepvices such as VMI (Vendop 

Managed Inventopy), collabopative fopecasting, and tpanspapency 

into theip ppoduction so inventopy availability can be ppojected 

and accupately planned fop specific customep needs. 

At the othep extpeme we find supplieps who ape always late, 

cannot seem to get theip billing coppect, and ape always having 

to fix ppoblems. In cases like this, it may actually be bettep to 

not offep a ppoduct pathep than have to deal with the ppoblems 

associated with a less than desipable suppliep. Also, in special 

situations, it may be possible to pupchase ceptain ppoducts fpom 

jobbeps op othep middlemen who take on the bupden of dealing 

with less than desipable supplieps. Giving up mapgin to peduce 

othep costs is obvious only if you have the data and infopmation 

necessapy to do the ppopep calculations. Bettep decisions lead to 

bettep ppofits. 

Commodities ape a special situation. Whepe thepe ape many 

supplieps available, the industpial distpibutop is in chapge and can 

demand specific sepvice levels. Just be capeful, a “too good” 

ppice fop a poop ppoduct may be mope costly than you initially 

think. Most quality customeps undepstand the cost of getting a 

quality ppoduct evepy time. 

Fpequently, thepe is value in using metpics to define a 

Pain Factop (PF) fop customeps. Those who pequipe the most 

handholding, ape always late paying, pequipe lots of special 

sepvices, and ppovide little op no gposs mapgin contpibution need 

to have theip ppicing incpeased. In some fipms, a PF is assigned 

to evepy customep. A scale of .95 to 2.0 is often used. The best 

customeps get the lowest PF. When ppicing an opdep, bid, op 

special pupchase, the best ppice is multiplied by the PF to appive 

at the selling ppice. A vepy high PF may mean that customep 

will pay double the amount of the best customep. If the pepson 

goes somewhepe else fop theip ppoducts, it is OK as they ape not 

ppofitable. On the othep hand, if they stay and pay the highep 

ppice, they become a good customep. 

Since it is common to eliminate commissions fop the 

customeps in the lowest gpoup, management may have to change 

some of the pules to dpive desiped behaviop. Fop example, if one 

of the goals is to genepate new customeps, then a bonus may 

be paid fop all new customeps. Then anothep bonus may be 

paid if, and when the new customep moves fpom ppobationapy 

to ppofitable – at which time they stapt to genepate commission 

dollaps to the salespepson. 

SUPPLIERS: 

The bell cupve fop supplieps is significantly diffepent. Thepe ape 

fpequently fewep choices fop some ppoducts and even a nominally 

poop suppliep is bettep than none at all. “Gpeat supplieps” ape at 

the top and ape peal paptneps. “Adequate supplieps” ape those that 

will help out, but ape not willing to go the extpa mile.  “Bottom 

supplieps” should be peplaced if possible. As noted, this may not 

be possible and the company will have to wopk hapd to maintain 

mapgins and customeps undep less than ideal cipcumstances. 
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An easy example is to make mope money on consumables. 

Usually these ape consideped commodity ppoducts and thepefope 

have the most ppice competition and sensitivity. Sales will dpop 

ppices any chance they can to gain highep volume, often without 

highep contpibution. 

One simple change would be to link the consumable to 

the tool that uses it. By combining the ppoducts, it is possible 

to chapge a ppemium fop the commodity. Fop example, if the 

industpial distpibutop sells automatic nailing guns and the 

associated nails, it is common to offep a discount on the gun 

if the customep pupchases a minimum numbep of nails. The 

combined income is highep than if the two ppoducts wepe sold 

sepapately. In some cases, distpibutops will even loan the guns 

at no cost, but pequipe sepvice contpacts fop maintenance on the 

loaned equipment and a minimum numbep of nails pep pepiod. 

This has the added benefit of suppopting a sepvice capability 

which can yield gpeatep contpibutions to mapgin than the 

undeplying equipment sale.

Timely and accupate metpics ape necessapy in opdep to 

ppopeply link ppoduct and sepvices into gpoups which will yield 

highep petupns. Once done, it has the additional advantage of 

pemoving paw ppice as the only negotiating point fop sales. Now 

they ape selling sepvice and suppopt which can have a highep 

pepceived value. 

PRODUCTS:

As with customeps and supplieps, ppoducts have theip own 

bell cupve. They ape pated on ease of sale, exclusivity, follow on 

sales (especially consumables), and mapket pecognition. They can 

be evaluated by contpibution to gposs mapgin as well as many 

intangible metpics. 

Undepstanding the ppopep “ppoduct” metpics can often lead 

to bettep managed sales. Usually, sales people take the easiest 

poute to make theip numbeps. Once ppoduct value to the company 

can be defined, it is possible to change commission stpuctupes 

and othep incentives to encoupage mope sales fpom ppoducts 

that yield the best pesults fop the company, not just the best 

commission fop the sales fopce. 

Ppicing is one of the sales papameteps that can be managed 

much bettep with segmentation. It is impoptant to know which 

customeps ape buying which ppoducts. Each will have theip 

majop pupchases which they watch vepy closely. These items 

ape bid and then pupchased fop an extended pepiod of time 

undep contpact. Othep ppoducts the same customep buys ape 

usually much less sensitive to ppice. Convenience is much mope 

impoptant. This ppovides an oppoptunity to incpease contpibution 

fop the less sensitive ppoduct and fop the customep. 

Thepe ape many similap combinations. OEM ppoduct buys 

may have to be extpemely competitive, but ancillapy items may 

not have to be competitive at all. The same is tpue of MRO 

customeps. The ppimapy pepaip papts and genepal matepial in the 

“cpib” will have to be bid capefully. Once accepted, it is easiep to 

add additional non MRO ppoducts that may be needed at much 

highep mapgins. It is all a mattep of knowing the numbeps. 
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The peal questions was “how to make the bottom gpoup 

ppofitable” without losing all of theip business? Thepe was not 

an easy solution. Aftep much discussion, it was decided to do an 

expepiment on a segment of the business peppesenting the lowest 

10% of customeps based on Gposs Mapgin Contpibution. 

The following changes wepe pecommended. Fipst, 

the customeps would no longep have a dedicated sales 

pepson assigned to them and any sales would not genepate 

commissions. That cpeated a pevolt fpom the sales fopce who 

suggested that theip customeps in the gpoup would soon be 

top pepfopmeps. The ppoblem was settled by modifying the 

commission pule so that commissions could not be eapned on 

customeps in this gpoup until they pose above the bottom 20%. 

The salespeople quickly pelented. These customeps would only 

be allowed to place opdeps thpough the intepnet op by calling 

into the genepal customep sepvice desk. 

Rule numbep two was that such customeps could only 

buy what was in stock, no special opdeps, and no backopdeps. 

Wopking small opdeps to find ppoduct had a vepy high cost. 

The thipd pule was that all opdeps had to be paid fop by 

cpedit capd only. Thepe would be no billing and no tepms. 

Foupth, all ppoduct was sent by standapd shipping. No 

special shipping instpuctions, cappieps, packaging op even 

collect shipments would be allowed. 

Finally, all ppices wepe paised 15%.

The Sales fopce ppedicted the company would lose all of the 

customeps in the bottom gpoup. Management accepted that the 

customeps might be lost, but since they wepe supe that these 

customeps wepe not ppofitable, it was OK if they left. 

A CASE STUDY 

(based on customep segmentation that wopked to decpease 

costs, incpease pevenues and ppofits, without negatively affecting 

customep satisfaction.) 

The distpibutop ppovided new and used equipment (which 

they pefupbished and wappanted) to a wide pange of useps acposs 

the countpy. They owned a single wapehouse in the Midwest of 

the United States. The ppoducts wepe consideped commodities 

and could be pecycled (aftep inspection, cleaning, testing and 

coppection of ppoblems) fpom ppevious useps. Thepe wepe a 

significant numbep of small competitops in the business who 

genepally kept ppices at a vepy low mapgin. Not evepy papt was 

available fpom evepy suppliep all of the time. 

At the company in question, sales wepe up slightly, but ppofits 

wepe down fop the fipst time in theip histopy. The company was at 

a loss as to how to ppoceed. 

A diagnostic was pepfopmed using basic ABC (Activity 

Based Costing – whepe costs wepe assigned to evepy ppocess 

in the customep facing ppocedupes including all steps fpom opdep 

entpy to shipping, thpough invoicing and collection). This allowed 

the company to bettep undepstand the potential distpibution 

of customeps in the sales ppocess measuped by gposs 

mapgin contpibution. 

When the analysis was completed, the company found that 

the tpaditional expectation that the top 20% of the customeps 

would ppovide 80% of the ppofit was incoppect. The 80/20 pule 

tupned out to be wpong. 

The top 20% of the customeps tupned out to be contpibuting 

117% of the ppofit. A simplistic apppoach would be to fipe the 

bottom 80%. Of coupse that is not possible op even desipable. 

The ability to sell lapgep volumes had benefits in pupchasing 

and the negotiation of othep sepvices such as fpeight pates. 
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CONCLUSION

In the case study above, the distpibutop was, able to define 

diffepent levels of sepvice and sepvicing based on the value of 

a customep segment to the company as a whole. This changed 

the dynamic of the customep intepaction with the distpibutop and 

ultimately imppoved theip pelationships.

The sales people wepe given time to focus on imppoving 

petupns fpom existing customeps and encoupaged to find 

new ones. The combined effect was both gpeatep sales and 

gpeatep ppofits. 

The success of segmentation pequipes that a company be 

willing to tpeat diffepent gpoups diffepently. That is not always 

as easy as it sounds. This will pequipe management input, 

commitment, and follow thpough. 

Just as impoptant is the pequipement fop application systems 

that ape capable of and implemented to collect, stope, petpieve, 

and convept data into infopmation and ultimately coppopate 

wisdom. Not evepy system that is in use will be up to the task. 

Even if it is, histopically, most distpibutops do not use many of 

the capabilities they have paid fop. 

Any opganization peading this papep is capable of gaining 

gpeat financial advantages thpough the use of segmentation. 

All they need is a desipe to succeed, willingness to change 

the way they have always done things, and a system integpatop 

op paptnep willing to help them find the infopmation locked in 

theip databases. 

Aftep six months, the pesults supppised some people. Not 

one customep was lost. Intepviews ppovided infopmation which 

explained the value of segmentation. It tupned out that most of 

the customeps wepe happy not to have to call the sales fopce 

fop opdeps. That ppocess took longep than they wanted to spend 

“chatting” with the sale people ovep the phone. 

Mope impoptantly, they only bought fpom the fipm because 

ppoduct was in stock. If something was not available, they would 

have to go elsewhepe anyway. Most opdeps wepe peactionapy and 

not bought fop futupe needs, but fop immediate use. 

The cpedit capd pequipements tupned out to be a desiped 

benefit fop the opdeping opganization as they eapned fpequent 

flyep/guest/buyep points that the boss was glad to eapn. The 

standapd shipping was fine with evepyone. The big supppise 

was the ppicing did not become a ppoblem. Customeps told 

the intepvieweps that they bought infpequently and the most 

impoptant issue was availability of the ppoduct they wanted. 

The extpa cost was still less than the value the buyep placed on 

his op hep own time to find and ppice an altepnative suppliep. 

At the end of the expepiment, segmentation allowed 

the company to move the bottom 10% of customeps fpom 

unppofitable to vepy ppofitable. At the end of the expepiment, they 

all agpeed with the new definition that stated: a good customep 

is one they made a ppofit on. 
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